


Why Do People Have Affairs?

There are many complex reasons couples engage in extramarital affairs. It’s not as simple as
stating that certain Enneagram types are more inclined toward affairs, nor is it easy to
quantifiably discern the exact reasons why couples stray.

Still, the data tells us that some couples cite anger for having been cheated on, boredom,
loss of friendship with their spouse, grief, and loss, and not feeling like they can trust their
spouse as some prominent reasons for pursuing extramarital affairs. This influences the
partner to seek connections in other ways, and sometimes they cheat, even though that’s
not a healthy way to manage stress. Ironically, this seeking of connection doesn’t stabilize
the relationship, but rather, breaks down the existing trust in the relationship even further.
This then leads to a trauma response for the spouse who discovers the affair and possible
trauma responses from the other two or more parties as well.

In order to decrease the likelihood of infidelity in your marriage, take some time this week
to go over the discussion questions below with your spouse.

Affair Prevention: Beginning a Dialogue

Directions: Set aside 30 minutes to engage the list of discussion questions below.

Allow each spouse time to answer each question. Practice deep listening and ask clarifying
questions as needed before responding. Do not yell at your spouse or withdraw. If you
notice either of these tendencies arising, pause the exercise and come back to it at a set
time.

You’re both worth the wait so don’t feel you need to rush through.

Love Tip: Wait for good timing to engage in this exercise. Do not ask the questions during a
time when you are busy, in front of kids, or depleted.

Discussion Questions for Spouses

● Couples cite various reasons for cheating. Why do we each think couples cheat?

● Do you trust me when it comes to relating to the opposite sex?

● What can I do to help you continually feel blessed by me as a spouse?
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● Is there anyone at work or in my life that you think I am being too friendly with?
Upon reflection, is there anyone at work that I feel I may need better boundaries
with?

● What can I do to make sure I don’t cross a line at work, at events, online, or in a
friendship setting?

● Is there anyone actively flirting with me or my spouse or partner?

● How do we each hold ourselves accountable for not cheating or flirting with
others?

● Do I know about all of your relational social media accounts? If I wanted to check
them, would you mind? Where do you keep your passwords?

● What are each of our wise comfort levels for relating to people we are attracted
to?

● Do you talk to anyone about our relationship? Who? (NOTE: It’s important to only
share with people approved of by both partners. Do not share with someone either
partner is attracted to.)

● Has our conversation today made us aware of any new boundaries we need to set?
If so, what are they? How will we hold one another accountable in these areas?

● What is one thing I would love for you to do to keep our marriage refreshed and
pleasant? What is one thing my spouse would love me to do, to this end (ask if
they aren’t completing this with you)?

● What is one thing I love about our marriage?

A Closing Prayer

If comfortable, pray together as your discussion closes.

Ongoing Dialogue

If you think your relationship would benefit from continuing this conversation or checking
in about items discussed at a later date then be sure to prioritize this for the health of your
relationship. Schedule a time that is conducive to both of your schedules.
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If you’re struggling with an affair, find a therapist or coach in your area to help, visit the
Enneagram and Marriage website for a list of E + M certified coaches, or write us an email
at enneagramandmarriage@gmail.com.
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